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Personalization is widespread
on todays World Wide Web
Tailored email alerts
Customized content
Account access
Personal productivity tools
Wish lists
Product recommendations
Saved links
Express transactions
Targeted marketing/advertising
Custom pricing
Personalized content through non-PC devices
News clipping services

64%
48%
48%
23%
23%
23%
20%
16%
11%
9%
7%
5%

Source: Forrester Research
Percent of 44 companies interviewed (multiple responses accepted)

Personalization in the very near future

• Web courses that tailor their teaching strategy to each individual
student
• Information and recommendations by portable devices that
consider users location and habits
• Product descriptions whose complexity is geared towards
the presumed level of user expertise
• Tailored presentations that take into account the users
preferences regarding product presentation and media types
(text, graphics, video)
• Recommendations that are based on recognized interests and
goals of the user

Current personalization methods
(in 30 seconds)

Data sources
• Explicit user input
• User interaction logs
Methods
• Assignment to user groups
• Rule-based inferences
• Machine learning

Web personalization delivers benefits for
both users and web vendors
Jupiter Communications, 1998: Personalization at 25 consumer e-commerce
sites increased the number of new customers by 47% in the first year, and
revenues by 52%.
Nielsen NetRatings, 1999:
• Registered visitors to portal sites spend over 3 times longer at their home
portal than other users, and view 3 to 4 times more pages at their portal
• E-commerce sites offering personalized services convert significantly more
visitors into buyers than those that dont.
Gartner Group, 1999: By 2003, nearly 85 percent of global 1,000 Web sites will
use some form of personalization (0.7 probability)
Jupiter Research, 2003:
• Personalized sites cost four times more than regular sites
• Few users indicate that personalization would make them buy more often

Downside: Personalized sites collect significantly more personal data
than regular websites, and do this often in a very inconspicuous manner.

Many computer users are concerned
about their privacy online
Number of users who reported:
• being extremely or very concerned about divulging personal information online:
67% (Forrester 1999), 74% (AARP 2000)
• being (extremely) concerned about being tracked online:
77% (AARP 2000)
• leaving web sites that required registration information:
41% (Boston Consulting 1997)
• having entered fake registration information:
40% (GVU 1998), 27% (Boston Consulting 1997), 32% (Forrester 1999)
• having refrained from shopping online due to privacy concerns, or bought less:
32% (Forrester 1999), 32%
35%
54%
: IBM 1999, 24% (AARP 2000)
• wanting internet sites ask for permission to use personal data: 81% (Pew 2000)
• being willing to give out personal data for getting something valuable in return:
31% (GUV 1998), 30% (Forrester 99), 51% (Personalization Consortium)
Kobsa (2002), CACM 45(5)

Either Personalization or Privacy?

• Personal data of computer users are indispensable for
personalized interaction
• Computer users are reluctant to give out personal data
Fundamental conflict between privacy and

personalization?

Privacy-Enhanced Personalization
• Respect the users privacy (and let the user know)
– Respect privacy laws / industry privacy agreements

• Provide benefits (including optimal personalization within
the given privacy constraints)

• Increase the users understanding (dont do magic)
 Gain the users trust


Then be patient, and users will incrementally come
forward with personal data / permissions if their
usage purpose and the ensuing benefits are clear
to them.

Attitudes of web users regarding
privacy statements
Privacy statements…
•
•
•
•
•
•

are regarded as very important by 76% (DTI 2001)
make 55% more comfortable providing personal information (Roy
Morgan 2001, Gartner 2001)
are claimed to be viewed by 73% [“always” by 26%]
(Harris Interactive 2001)
are effectively viewed by only 0.5% (Kohavi 2001)
are several readability levels too difficult (Lutz 04, Jensen&Potts 04)
are insufficient
“in order to trust an e-Commerce company, they must feel that the
company is doing more than just protecting their data – it must also
be providing them with functionality and service that they value.”
(Brodie et al. 2004)

Our counterproposal: A design pattern for
personalized websites that collect user data
Design patterns constitute descriptions of best practices based on research
and application experience. They give designers guidelines for the efficient
and effective design of user interfaces.
Every personalized site that collects user data should include the following
elements on every page:

1. Link to Global Communication of Privacy Practices
(and Personalization Benefits)
• Still necessary for legal reasons

2. Contextualized Local Communication of Privacy Practices and
Personalization Benefits
• Break long privacy policies into small, understandable pieces
• Relate them specifically to the current context
• Explain privacy practices but also personalization benefits

An example webpage based on
the proposed design pattern
Traditional link to a
privacy statement

Explanation of
personalization benefits

Explanation of
privacy practices

The tested “experimental new version
of an online bookstore”

Links to original privacy statement (split into privacy, security
and personalization notice)

“Selection counter”

Contextualized short description of relevant
privacy practices
(taken from original privacy statement)

Contextualized short description of relevant
personalization benefits
(derived from original privacy statement)

Version with non-contextual
explanations only
Links to original privacy statement (split into privacy, security
and personalization notice)

“Selection counter”

Why not ask users what they like better?

• Inquiry-based empirical studies
Reveal aspects of users rationale that cannot be inferred
from mere observation

• Observational empirical studies
Reveal actual user behavior which may differ from users
stated behavior

 This divergence seems to be quite substantial in the case of
stated privacy preferences vs. actual privacy-related behavior

Experimental Procedures
1. Instructions to subjects







“Testing experimental new version of a well-known online bookstore”
Answering questions to allegedly obtain better book recommendations
No obligation to answer any question, but helpful for better recommendation.
Data that subjects entered would purportedly be available to company
Possibility to buy one of the recommended books with a 70% discount.
Reminder that if they buy a book, ID card and bank/credit card would be checked
(subjects were instructed beforehand to bring these documents if they wish to buy)

2. Answering interest questions in order to “filter the selection
set” (anonymous)
•
•
•
•
•

32 questions with 86/64 answer options become presented (some free-text)
Most questions were about users interests (a very few were fairly sensitive)
All “make sense” in the context of filtering books that are interesting for readers
Answering questions decreased the “selection counter” in a systematic manner
After nine pages of data entry, users are encouraged to review their entries, and
then to view those books that purportedly match their interests

Experimental Procedures (contd)

3. “Recommendation” of 50 books (anonymous)
• 50 predetermined and invariant books are displayed (mostly popular fiction, politics, tourism, and
sex and health advisories)
• Selected based on their low price and their presumable attractiveness for students
• Prices of all books are visibly marked down by 70%, resulting in out-of-pocket expenses
between 2 and 12 for a book purchase.
• Extensive information on every book available

4. Purchase of one book (identified)
• Subjects may purchase one book if they wish
• Those who do are asked for their names, shipping and payment data (bank account withdrawal
or credit card charge).

5. Completing questionnaires
6. Verification of name, address and bank data (if book purchased)

Subjects and experimental design

• 58 economics/business/MIS students of Humboldt University,
Berlin, Germany
(data of 6 students were eventually discarded)

• Randomly assigned to one of two system versions:
a) 26 used non-contextualized version (that had single links to global
descriptions of privacy, personalization and security)
b) 26 used contextualized version (w/ additional local information on
privacy practices and personalization benefits for each entry field)

Hypothesis: users will
– be more willing to share personal data in condition (b)
– view site (b) more favorably
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Other factors to be studied

• Site reputation
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• Is privacy or benefit disclosure more important?
• Stringency of privacy
practices
• Permanent visibility of
contextual explanations
• References to full privacy
policy

Roadmap for Privacy-Enhanced
Personalization Research

• Study the impacts of privacy laws, industry
regulations and individual privacy preferences on
the admissibility of personalization methods
• Provide optimal personalization while respecting
privacy constraints
• Apply state-of-the-art industry practice for
managing the combinatorial complexity of privacy
constraints

Forthcoming workshop

http://www.isr.uci.edu/PEP06

Alternatives to
traditional privacy statements

•

P3P, in combination with user clients like
– the AT&T Privacy Bird
– those embedded in IE 6.0, Mozilla, etc.

•

Short notice + complete notice (Abrams 2001)

Problem
• Disregard situational nature of privacy. Users must specify their
preferences and make decisions
–
–
–
–

upfront, without context
without explanation of what data will be requested, and for what purpose
without explanation of the privacy impacts they should be concerned about
without explanation of what they miss out if they do not use a site or provide data

Recent contextualized approaches

•

Friedman et al. (2002) study contextual issues such as how to enhance
users understanding of cookie settings, at the time when cookie-related
events occur (and in a form that is least distractive).
• Patrick & Kenny (2003) derive four HCI guidelines for effective privacy
interface design from the privacy principles of the EU Data Protection
Directive:
comprehension, consciousness, control, consent.
Since single large click-through privacy statements do not meet the spirit
of the Directive, the authors propose “just-in-time click-through
agreements” on an as-needed basis instead of a large, complete list of
service terms.

